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Relevant country background

The education system in Finland is made of daycare programs (for babies and toddlers), a one-year preschool and a nine-year compulsory comprehensive school (from age 7 till age 16). After comprehensive school, a student can start upper secondary school, vocational secondary school or decide to work. Approximately half of the pupils go to upper secondary school upon graduation from comprehensive school and the other half go to vocational school. In 2011, 90.9% of those who applied got a study placement. During that same year 5,762 applicants were left without a placement [1]. Only a minority choose not to apply for further education (2.1% in 2013, [2]). Students typically graduate from secondary school within three or four years, where the fourth year is optional. Finally, higher education in Finland is provided by universities and polytechnics.

Most secondary schools in Finland are public and run by the municipalities, but there are also private and government-run schools. Public schools are free of charge, including health care and lunch [3],[4]. A private school cannot charge fees or make a profit and they are therefore usually financed by the public sector [5]. Approximately 8% of upper secondary school students were attending a private school during the school year 2005 - 2006 [6]. There are very few confessional private schools. The education policy concentrates on equality of opportunity [7].

Admissions to secondary schools are centralized in Finland. During the spring 2013 application process there were a total of 99,550 applicants to secondary schools [2].

Summary box

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization of education</th>
<th>Almost all of the schools, including private schools, are publicly funded. A student can apply to two kinds of non-mandatory schools: upper secondary school and vocational school.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stated objectives of enrollment policy</td>
<td>Equality of opportunity to education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who’s in charge?</td>
<td>The Finnish National Board of Education oversees the allocation process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In place since</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Description of current practices

Admissions to secondary schools are conducted using a centralized procedure based on the school-proposing Gale Shapley deferred acceptance algorithm. Each student can rank up to 5 different programs in order of preference. On average, students rank around 3.5 schools. Admissions are decided based on a composite score calculated for all applicants based on each school's preferences. If two or more students have the same score, tie-breaking rules are used to determine which of the students get admitted. Weights on the different criteria of the composite score are decided by individual schools. The tie-breaking rules differ between vocational and upper secondary schools but are the same across the same type of schools.

Upper secondary schools calculate a composite score for each applicant based on grades in comprehensive school as well as, potentially, entry exams or interviews. Grades count for at least 50% of students’ final score [8]. Schools differ in the weights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Available capacity</th>
<th>Decided by the schools based on funding from the state and municipality.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timing of enrollment</td>
<td>During August.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information available to parents prior to enrollment period</td>
<td>Grade limits of previous years are available on the schools’ websites or from an information site maintained by the local authority.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrictions on preference expression</td>
<td>At most 5 programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matching procedure</td>
<td>Variant of the school-proposing Gale-Shapley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priorities and quotas</td>
<td>Upper secondary schools calculate a composite score based on prior academic record and performance on an entry exam. Weights are decided by individual schools. Vocational schools can in addition give bonus points, and thus awarding a higher composite score, for ranking them first or second and to achieve gender balance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tie-breaking</td>
<td>Preferences, academic performance and other criteria are used as tie-breakers (different tie-breakers for upper secondary and vocational schools).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Other special features | A student can receive both vocational and upper secondary school certificates. Gender balancing system can award higher composite score to the minority sex in vocational schools.
they put on grades from different subjects when computing average scores but the most widely used scoring method is the non-weighted average grade on theoretical subjects. Vocational secondary schools calculate a composite score based on grades in comprehensive school and entry exam like upper secondary schools, but they also prefer students who list them first and second and students from the minority gender if 70% of the applicants that ranked the program first are of the same gender. How schools weight the different criteria and grades is their own decision and for example, some vocational schools only use the results of entry exams when deciding on admissions. Schools, whether upper secondary or vocational, can pre-qualify the students they invite to possible entry exams. Students have information on the grade limits from previous years and which schools value what subject(s) more, even though the precise way the schools weigh the grades (e.g. weight of 2 or 3) is typically unknown to applicants.

When two applicants have the same composite score to a school, a tie-breaking rule is used. For upper secondary schools, this tie-breaking rule first uses the students’ preferences to determine who gets in. If the students list the school at the same rank, then average grades on all subjects are used as a tie-breaker and if there is still tie, a random draw is used. For vocational schools, the tie-breaking rule first uses the students preferences to determine who gets in, then points on the possible entry exam, then gender points, then average on all subjects and finally if there is still a tie, a random draw is used.

Finally, secondary schools can impose lower limits on the average grade or on the entry exam score according to demand.

The algorithm used to allocate students based on the schools’ priorities and students’ submitted preferences (strict) is a variant of the school-proposing deferred acceptance algorithm. Schools are ordered randomly:

**Step 0:** Students propose to all acceptable schools. All schools rank students that applied there according to schools criteria by comparing calculated composite scores.¹

**Step 1:** School 1 tentatively selects the best acceptable students that it can take according to its capacity, $q_1$, and the students’ priorities, and puts all other students on a waiting list. Those students that got accepted tentatively by school 1 are removed from less preferred schools’ preference lists’.

...  

¹ If more than 70% of the applicants that ranked a vocational program as their most preferred choice are males (females), the females (males) applying to that vocational school program get bonus points to the composite score based on gender. In addition vocational school award bonus points to the composite score if school is in top two choices.
Step K: School K goes through all remaining students on it’s preference list, that have not been tentatively selected by a more preferred school, starting from its most preferred student. School K tentatively selects the $q_k$ best students and places the rest on a waiting list. Those students that got accepted are removed from less preferred schools’ preference lists’.

- If a student that it selects was already tentatively selected by a less preferred school, J, then that student is removed from school J’s list. Here J can be any of the schools that had previously tentatively selected students. School J now has free quota of $q_j$ of at least 1. There are at most $q_K$ schools J that had it’s set of tentatively accepted students changed during the last round. Let the order of selecting students be determined by the index number of the school. Now school J selects the best available students according to its free quota. Those students that got accepted are removed from less preferred schools’ preference lists’. This process continues until all schools with free quota have either filled up their quota or no acceptable students are left.

- Otherwise continue normally to Step K+1 with school K+1 selecting.

If no preference lists are modified in the previous round, or more precisely, the set of tentatively accepted students is unchanged, the algorithm continues normally until all schools have filled up their quota or there are no acceptable students left and there are no schools left that have not yet selected students. Algorithm ends and the tentatively selected students are allocated to their assigned schools.

This algorithm is very similar to the one used in Turkey University admissions with the difference that schools in Finland have a say on their preferences [9].

**Performance**

In the fall of 2012, 79% of the applicants for upper secondary schools got to their first choice schools/programs and 97% accepted that placement. For vocational secondary schools, an applicant was matched to her first choice school/program in 39% to 75% of the cases depending on the sector. Overall 68% of the applicants were accepted to their first choices and 86% of them accepted that placement. Every year, around 9% of all the applicants do not get a placement [1,10].

---

2 Note that based on conversations with the Finnish National Board of Education, it was not clear whether the algorithm manages seats freed up in previous steps by circling over the whole list of schools again or whether rejection chains initiated by a student getting a more preferred seat are dealt with at the step when it takes place. This however, does not effect the outcome of the algorithm.
Recent policy changes
Vocational school admissions were reformed during the Fall of 2013. There are three main changes. First, priorities for new applicants and those without a placement the previous year were introduced to favor them over other applicants, mainly those applicants who wish to change to another program. Program switching is indeed common in Finland: previously around 11,000 applicants with an upper secondary school certificate applied to vocational schools of which around 7,000 have been admitted a placement. The goal is to increase the placements of newly graduated comprehensive school students and applicants without a placement from 3,000 to 5,000 a year [1].

Second, the pre-qualification stage for entry exams has been removed. All applicants are now invited to the entry exams.

Third, there will no longer be bonus points given for ranking a school second; students will only gain points for ranking a school first. [1]

Perceived issues
There has been a concern that the applicants who are left without a placement become marginalized. The recent reform tries to address this concern by giving bonus points to those applicants who did not receive a study place during the previous admission season [11].

Other lingering issues are the high level of program switching and dropout rates. Yearly 3,500 out of around 48,000 (~7%) vocational school students switch programs. During the year 2009/2010 around 11,600 (~24%) vocational school students dropped out of their studies [1].

Finally, it must be noted that the algorithm used for matching students to schools is not strategy-proof given the composite score is affected by listing a school first.

Existing data
Data (in Finnish) on e.g. acceptance rates and entry exam points, from the website of Finnish National Board of Education: https://www.kouluta.fi/koulutadw/faces/app/startupDWReworts.jspx?report_id=18

Statistics about education can be found from the English website of Statistics Finland: http://tilastokeskus.fi/til/kou_en.html

Vipunen: Open-access data bank on all levels of schooling containing data e.g. on admissions, degrees, age groups. Link to Vipunen: http://vipunen.csc.fi/
Legal texts

Legal text can be found in Finnish and Swedish from the website maintained by the Ministry of Justice: http://www.finlex.fi

General texts about education in Finland can be found from the English website of Ministry of Education and Culture: http://www.minedu.fi/OPM/Koulutus/?lang=en
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